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VISTAS: SHOULD WIZARD HIT MOMMY 

JOHN UPDIKE 

Q1.The ritual of story-telling was followed by the purpose of making the little girl Jo sleep- 

Saturday was fatiguing because the exercise was lengthy – and she refused to sleep. 
 
 Q2.Jack enjoyed impersonating the wizard–particularly the dramatization and the gestures- whole 

world of the story would come alive through his actions-and – secondly Jack did not like being 
questioned or taken for granted.-These two factors made him continue the story.  
 

 Q3. Roger Skunk was a delightful child-his only problem was that he smelled awful- nobody 
befriended him and played with him- nobody accepted him. 

 
Q4. Jack loved to make his story telling interesting for Jo by introducing lots of effects with his 
voice and face expressions- he scrunched up his face and whined through his eyes- make the role 

of the wizard effective. 
 

Q5.The woodland creatures found Skunk’s new smell to be good-gladly took him in their fold as a 
friend and played with him- -Roger was happy- inferiority complex disappeared.  
 

Q6. Skunk’s mother could not accept the new smell- felt he had lost his individuality- took him 
back to the wizard- hit the wizard to restore back his original smell.  

 
Q7.Jo- very unhappy with the mother’s behaviour- she wanted him to be accepted by his friends- 
she felt Skunk’ smother was wrong in restoring his original smell.  

 
Q8.Jo feels that Skunk’s mother was stupid because she wanted Skunk to get back his original 

smell instead of the smell of roses- Jo feels the mother has been stupid to spank the wizard – 
mother has to be punished for being insensitive and cruel.  
 

Q9.The woodland creatures learnt the lesson – what is natural is not disgraceful – should be 
accepted as an integral part of one’s being – should not hate or avoid others because of something 

beyond their control – eventually learnt to accept skunk. 
 
Q10. Clare was six months pregnant and needed rest – she was busy painting the household 

furniture down – while he was narrating a story to Jo – felt that the story was taking too long and 
he needed to go down to help her.  

 


